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ABSTRACT 
We give simple geometric proofs of the known results that, for n < 4, n X n 
nonnegative positive semidefinite matrices can be factored into n X n nonnegative 
factors and that, for n > 5, these conditions are not sufficient to guarantee the 
existence of such a factorization. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = { a,r) be an n X n positive semidefinite matrix which is also 
nonnegative: i.e., aii > 0. We consider the problem of factoring A into the 
form A = I3rB, where B is also n X n, nonnegative. The results of Diana&t 
[4] and Hall and Newman [6] on quadratic forms show that a nonnegative 
factorization is possible when n < 4, and an example due to Horn (see [4]) 
shows that, in general, it is impossible to achieve when n 2 5. (Nonnegative 
factorizations have also been investigated by Cryer [3], Markham [8], and 
Lau and Markham [I.) It is our intention here to give more direct, geometric 
proofs of these results. 
The impetus for the work on quadratic forms came from the theory of 
inequalities and the study of block designs in combinatorics. Our interest in 
this problem is in conjunction with a proposed mathematical model of 
energy demand for certain sectors of the U.S. economy. In this formulation 
the elements of B are parameters which, in addition to satisfying B zB = A, 
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must be nonnegative because of their physical interpretation. Thus, for n > 5, 
there may not be a physical solution. 
The nonnegative factorization of A is also of interest in statistics, in the 
following context. A random vector X=(X1,X2,X3,. . . ,X,) is said to be 
associated if Cov( f(X), g(X)) > 0 f or any increasing real valued functions f,g 
(this definition is due to Esary, Proschan, and Walkup [5], and results on 
associated random variables can be found in Barlow and Proschan [l]). A 
multivariate normal distribution for a random vector y is completely de- 
termined by its mean vector p and covariance matrix Z; it is natural to look 
for necessary and sufficient conditions on Z which guarantee association. It 
follows immediately from the definition that Z must be nonnegative, and 
Chemick [2] has conjectured that this condition is also sufficient. A result in 
this direction (Chemick [2]) is that y is associated if Z has a nonnegative 
factorization; thus, Chemick’s conjecture is true for 12 < 4. 
II. RESULTS FOR N#4 
Since A is positive semidefinite, there are many matrices B such that 
B rB = A. All such matrices are related via orthogonal transformations; that 
is, BrB= CrC=A, if and only if C= UB, and UUr= UrU= 1. Thus, we may 
restate the problem in an equivalent geometric form: given n vectors in R” 
whose inner products are all nonnegative (namely the columns of B), is it 
possible to find an orthogonal transformation which maps these vectors into 
the first (positive) orthant? 
Since the angle between any two of the vectors is less than or equal to 
a/2, it might appear plausible that the answer to this question is yes; indeed, 
in R 2 any number of vectors whose pairwise inner products are nonnegative 
can be rotated into the first quadrant. However, this does not carry over for 
higher dimensions. In fact, four vectors in R3 cannot always be transformed 
by an orthogonal map to the positive orthant. 
As an example consider 
Note that (u,,u+)>O, i,i=1,2, and that (u1,u2)=(w1,w2)=0. If there were 
an orthogonal transformation which mapped these vectors into the positive 
orthant, then because (u,,u2) =0, one of these two vectors would have to be 
mapped into a coordinate vector. The images of both wi and w2 would have 
positive projections along this coordinate vector because (u,,wJ >O; this, 
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together with the nonnegativity of all components, contradicts the orthog- 
onahty of wr and ws. 
This example is very instructive because it indicates a method for 
constructing counterexamples in R “, n > 5. Namely, take [n/2] + 1 of the 
vectors to be mutually orthogonal, and choose two more vectors orthogonal 
to one another but such that their inner products with each of the first 
[n/2]+ 1 vectors are positive. For example, when n=5, we take ([n/21+1 
=3) 
nr= 
1 
1 
0 
0 
,O 
and 
, uz= 
I 
2 
-1 
wr= 2 
-1 
~ 1 
u3= 
i 
, wz= 
/ 
.O 
0 
0 
0 
.1 
3 
, 
A moment’s reflection should convince the reader that there is too much 
orthogonality among such vectors to permit transforming them into the 
positive orthant of R ‘. The key is that under such a transformation the image 
of one of the u, vectors must be a coordinate vector, and the argument 
continues as in the preceding example. Thus, the matrix 
200 11 
020 11 
A=o 0 1 1 8 
1 1 1 11 0 
-1 1 8 0 74 
does not have a nonnegative BTB factorization. 
This prescription for counterexamples fails for n = 3 and n = 4. We shall 
now prove nonnegative factorization is possible in R 3 and R *; the case n = 4 
is the only troublesome one. 
LEMMA. Given any three vectors in R 3 whose pairwise inner products 
are nonnegative, there exists an orthogonal transform&ion which maps all 
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three vectors into the positive octant. Furthermore, one can always obtain 
the fm 
v*=( ZJ, v2=( i), v3=( i)* 
where + indicates a nonnegative entry. 
Proof. As a preliminary transformation, the first two vectors can be 
mapped into the x-y plane. Next, the two dimensional problem of rotating 
the first two components of the three image vectors, resulting from the first 
transformation, into the positive quadrant of the x-y plane can be solved. 
The inner products between these two dimensional vectors are nonnegative, 
since they are the same as the inner products of the three dimensional 
vectors. Finally, the third component of the image of the third vector can be 
made nonnegative by the simple expedient of changing its sign if necessary. 
n 
III. RESULTS FOR N=4 
Until now our arguments have been simple and straightforward. For 
N = 4, we are led to a certain quadratic equation whose roots we must show 
are in the interval (0,l). Since working with the quadratic is rather cumber- 
some, we have taken an indirect approach. 
PROPOSITION. Given any four vectors in R4 whose pairwise inner 
products are nonnegative, there exists an orthogonal transfomation which 
maps all four vectors into the positive mthant. 
Proof. We proceed by reducing the problem to a situation which can be 
solved explicitly. Denote the vectors by vi, i = 1,. . . ,4; there is no harm in 
setting llvill= 1. It is a simple matter to verify that it suffices to consider the 
two cases (I) (v1,vs)=(vi,v3)=0 and (2) (v1,vs)=(v3,v4)=O; if the vectors 
are labeled so that (vi, V.-J < (vi, 4) for all i, j, then vr can be replaced by the 
vector vi - (vi, v&a without affecting the nonnegativity of the inner prod- 
ucts, and similarly, va can then be replaced by v, - ,u(z)a, v&i, where p is the 
lesser of 1 and (va, v4)/( v,,v,)(v,,v,). [Note that p = 1 corresponds to case 
WI 
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Case (1) is easy. We may assume that ur, us. and us have zero fourth 
components. Applying the lemma and using ur I us, ui I ~a, we obtain 
Since (ur,uJ and (us,uJ are nonnegative, u4 cannot have negative first or 
second components. The fourth component of u4 can be made nonnegative 
by changing its sign if necessary. Finally the two dimensional problem 
involving the second and third components of us, us, and u, can be solved. 
In case (2) we proceed as before, but now instead of ui l_ u3 we have 
u,l u4, with the result 
(1 
fJ1= I 0 0 ’ uz= 0, 
-0 1 7 1 0 ’ u3= ; .O 1 0 U 0 I /l > 04= w > Y 
where r>O, s,t,u,u,y>O, and tw= -ru-su. 
If any of s, t,u,u, w is zero, the problem reduces to at most a two 
dimensional exercise. Accordingly, we henceforth assume T,S, t,u, v > 0 and 
w= -(ru+su)/t. 
The final reduction is to show that it is sufficient to demonstrate the 
result for y -0; a simple calculation will then complete the proof. For an 
orthogonal transformation U to map the above vectors into the positive 
orthant, the image vectors must be of the form 
Using )I u, (( = 1 and letting a2 = x, we obtain tbe equation 
x=1- 
x( u2 - 24”s”) - CL212 
x(1-s2-u2)-?+u2P 
=F(x). 
We will look for a solution of F(x) = x for x E (0, l), rather than working 
with the quadratic. We must also show that this solution for a2 = x leads to 
values for b , c , . . . , h which are also in the interval (0,l). 
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We consider a set of such problems with u4 replaced by 04(X) = 
(Au,Au,hw,y(X)) where y(A)= 1-~x2(~2+u2+w2)1~2 and 1 < X < (u2+u2+ 
UP) - i = A,,. The problems are the same, since for each h we have uq(h) I us 
and Ilul(h = 1. Note that X=A,, corresponds to y = 0. We shall show that 
this case represents, in a sense, an extremal point in this set of problems. 
We define G(x,h) by replacing F(x), u, and u in Eq. (1) with G(x,X), Au, 
and hu respectively. Obviously G(x, 1) = F(x). The following observations on 
G are easily verified. 
(A) For each fixed value of A E [l,hmax]: 
(1) GisaonetoonemappingofR~{oo}ontoRU{~}; 
(2) G has an infinite jump discontinuity at r2(1 -A2u2)/(1 - s2 - x2,") - 
do); 
(3) on any interval which does not include x,(X), G is a continuous, 
monotone increasing function of x; 
(4) 
(5) 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
G(0, h) -y,,(A) =‘il - X “u”-h2U2)/(1-h92)E(o,l); 
G(?/(l- s2),X) = 1. 
(B) As functions of A: 
x,(A) is monotonically increasing; 
ya(A) is monotonically decreasing; 
X,#X, and r#?/(l-s2) implies G(x,X,)#G(x,A,). 
These observations imply that if G(x,X,,) = x has a solution x*(h_) 
satisfying 0 <x*(X,,) <y&4,), th en ?/(1-s”) <x,(h_) <r*(h_) < 1; 
furthermore, since for each h<h,, 
G(x*(L,)J) >G(r*(L_&L,) = r*(%,& 
G(x, X) = x must have two solutions in the interval ( rs/(l - s2), 1). 
The graphs in Figs. 1 and 2 depict this information. In Fig. 2 we have 
assumed what we shall shortly show, namely that G(x,X,,) = x does have a 
solution in the interval (0, ~a@_)). 
To complete the reduction to the special case, we verify that the 
solutions of F(x) = x = a2 give values for b, c, . . . , h in the interval (0,l). This 
follows from the lower bound u2>P/(1 - s2), for then e2< l- .s2, which 
then implies c2 < 1. This indicates that d, h, and g are real, and hence they 
are between zero and one. 
Establishing the existence of a solution of G(x, X,) = x is equivalent to 
Therefore, we seek an solving the problem for the special case y =O. 
orthogonal matrix U such that 
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FIG. 1. 
The first three conditions determine U 
0 
0 
1 
0 
, which enables us to calculate 1 
a2=(1-ut/wr)-‘. 
; using this and ae = r, we obtain 
Since w is the only negative number, 0 <a2 < 1. We must also show that 
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x A9 
max 
/’ 
FIG. 2. 
a2 < y0 = (1 - o2 - u2)/(1 - 0”); a little manipulation shows that this is equiv- 
alent to rtl<t)w), which is valid because of the orthogonality of us and v,. 
This completes the proof. n 
IV. AN ADDITIONAL NEGATIVE RESULT 
One final remark. We have shown that [n/Z] +3 vectors (with pairwise 
nonnegative inner products, of course) cannot always be transformed into 
the positive orthant by an orthogonal transformation. It is tempting to 
conjecture that this upper bound is sharp (i.e., [n/2] c 2 such vectors can be 
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so transformed); this also is not true. When n = 8, six vectors are already too 
many, as can be seen from the following example: 
“I=(1 1 0 0 0 0 0 l)T 
“2’(0 0 1 1 0 0 1 o)T 
03=(0 0 0 0 1 1 0 o)T 
w1=(2 -1 2 -1 2 -1 0 O)? 
w2= _p 
( 2 1 2 2 -1 0 o)T, 
WZ’(O 0 0 0 1 2 1 l)T 
The point is that (u~,oi)=(wj,wi)=O and (ui,wi)>O for i,j=l,2,3. This last 
condition requires each vi to have at least three nonzero components (after 
transformation to the positive or&ant), while the orthogonality decrees that 
these components cannot overlap. Thus, nine components are necessary. 
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